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FARMER TICE’S VOCABULARY PRACTICE BK.4.3
1} Scene in Montana of Custer’s Last Stand. Col. Custer and his 7th Cavalry were wiped out by thousands of
Lakota Sioux, Northern Cheyenne, and Arapaho tribes at the _____________________________.

2} to me moved down in rank. Farmer Tice was once the boss of his own farm. Then, he got married and was

________________________ from farm boss to farm-hand.
3} machine or type of furnace for burning trash. After spending a week filling out papers from the state,

Honeybunch ended up burning them in the _______________________________.
4} sulfur; burning rocks; damnation; hell. The Reverend Muler was always giving fire and _______________

sermons to his flock.
5} demeaning; belittling; making someone feel of little importance. Bonehead, chowderhead, melonhead,

meathead, and the village idiot are __________________________ terms that describe Farmer Tice.
6} Las Vegas pianist; loved dazzling costumes & fancy candelabras. The great pianist, Lee _______________,

aka “Mr. Showmanship”, ultimately came to realize that without his health he had nothing.
7} form of oxygen, O3; powerful oxidizing agent; in upper atmospher e it absorbs ultraviolet rays. The Nutria

want to make cows & people who fart wear fart arrestors on their butts to save the ______________ layer.
8} Branch of philosophy that deals with knowledge; i.e., how we know something for certain. In book #4

Farmer Tice studied ____________________________ to discover the sources of knowledge.
9} severe troubles; hardships; bad problems; miser, etc. Farmer Tice needed a stern wife at the helm to steer

him through the _____________________________ of life.
10} Greek mythology, she was married to King Menelaus of Sparta; most beautiful woman on earth; strong.

Pierre obsequiously compared Honeybunch to the beauty of ________________________________.
11} large body of troops; 3 to 6 battalions. The Hokum Fire __________________________ consisted of

only about a half dozen or so volunteers.
12} religious lectures, usually long; lectures on a biblical topic. The Reverend Muler loved giving fire &

brimstone _______________________ on the topics of breaking marriage vows & drinking.
13} style of popular Mexican folk music. Wedo O’Toole loved using children and a ____________________

band to win Hispanic votes during his political campaigns.
14} fiendish; wicked; evil; vile; heinous; nefarious. describes a wicked plot or plan. Gonosz Vagyok used

Farmer Tice in a ________________________ scheme to turn all of the young people into lazy bums.
15} scolding someone over his behavior; rebuke; reproof; censure. Judge Krudd not only gave Farmer Tice a

stern _________________________ but a 90 days sentence to boot!
16} a plan, scheme, or trick for deceiving an enemy or competitor. When Farmer Tice refused to leave the

flying saucer, the aliens had to devise a __________________________ in order to get rid of him.
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17} provide someone with information or understanding; make someone brighter/smarter about something.

After becoming a genius, Farmer Tice set out to __________________ the world with his new knowledge.
18} behaving in an unexpected way; a knave or scoundrel; playful, mischievous person; wildish. The hero of

book #4 was a man with yellow hair that looked like it had gone ________________________.
19} to regain vim & vigor; re-energized; regain health. Farmer Tices crops were nearly trampled to death by

the Nutria but miraculously __________________________ themselves to being even better than before.
20} a building where sporting events take place. The Nutria literally gave Farmer Tice the red carpet

treatment when he went to give a speech at the Bum Park ____________________________.
21} to teach or influence; teach by repetition; to implant knowledge similar to brainwashing. The Reverend

Muler _______________________ all 10 Commandments to his flock, especially the one about marriage.
22} a group of geese, or a group of noisy or silly people. When Farmer Tice returned home, he found a

____________________________ of Nutria in his cornfield all wearing rainbow colored clothes.
23} helped the Lewis & Clark expedition in 1804. One of the Nutria candidates was called ______________

by the man with the rogue hair as a joke, because she not a drop of Indian blood in her!
24} resembling a waterfall. to fall in a steplike pattern. A __________________ of fireworks lit up the sky.
25} contemplated; thought hard about something; ruminated. Honeybunch didn’t say it aloud, rather, she

____________________ about waiting a week or so before reporting Farmer Tice missing.
26} level or measure of intelligence. Farmer Tice had a room temperature __________________ before the

aliens put him into that contraption that turned him into a genius.
27} planning; figuring; contriving; inventing; making; creating. The aliens were given the assignment of

________________________ a way of making an unintelligent person intelligent.
28} a big swamp rat; varmint that destroys vegetation, riverbanks, etc. The _____________________ is a

political party named after the varmint responsible for huge amounts of environmental destruction.
29} success; good fortune; wealth; doing well financially; betterment. The only _____________________

ever enjoyed came from his wife’s monthly disability checks.
30} promises made, especially when getting married. The Reverend Muler sought to make sure that all of his

congregation fulfilled and lived up to their wedding ____________________________.

Liberace, Brigade, cascade, rogue, demoted, derogatory, devising, diabolical,
enlighten, epistemology, brimstone, gaggle, Helen of Troy, inculcated, IQ, mariachi,
vows, mused, Nutria, ozone, Pavilion, prosperity, rejuvenated, reprimand, sermons,
stratagem, Little Bighorn, tribulations, incinerator, Sacagawea
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FARMER TICE’S VOCABULARY PRACTICE BK.4.3
1} Scene in Montana of Custer’s Last Stand. Col. Custer and his 7th Cavalry were wiped out by thousands of
Lakota Sioux, Northern Cheyenne, and Arapaho tribes at the Little Bighorn .

2} to me moved down in rank. Farmer Tice was once the boss of his own farm. Then, he got married and was

demoted from farm boss to farm-hand.
3} machine or type of furnace for burning trash. After spending a week filling out papers from the state,

Honeybunch ended up burning them in the inci
inc inerator.
nerator
4} sulfur; burning rocks; damnation; hell. The Reverend Muler was always giving fire and brimstone sermons

to his flock.
5} demeaning; belittling; making someone feel of little importance. Bonehead, chowderhead, melonhead,

meathead, and the village idiot are derogatory terms that describe Farmer Tice.
6} Las Vegas pianist; loved dazzling costumes & fancy candelabras. The great pianist, Lee Liberace,
Liberace aka “Mr.

Showmanship”, ultimately came to realize that without his health he had nothing.
7} form of oxygen, O3; powerful oxidizing agent; in upper atmospher e it absorbs ultraviolet rays. The Nutria

want to make cows & people who fart wear fart arrestors on their butts to save the ozone layer.
8} Branch of philosophy that deals with knowledge; i.e., how we know something for certain. In book #4

Farmer Tice studied epistemology to discover the sources of knowledge.
9} severe troubles; hardships; bad problems; miser, etc. Farmer Tice needed a stern wife at the helm to steer

him through the tribulations of life.
10} Greek mythology, she was married to King Menelaus of Sparta; most beautiful woman on earth; strong.

Pierre obsequiously compared Honeybunch to the beauty of Helen of Troy .
11} large body of troops; 3 to 6 battalions. The Hokum Fire Brigade consisted of only about a half dozen or

so volunteers.
12} religious lectures, usually long; lectures on a biblical topic. The Reverend Muler loved giving fire &

brimstone sermons on the topics of breaking marriage vows & drinking.
13} style of popular Mexican folk music. Wedo O’Toole loved using children and a mariachi band to win

Hispanic votes during his political campaigns.
14} fiendish; wicked; evil; vile; heinous; nefarious. describes a wicked plot or plan. Gonosz Vagyok used

Farmer Tice in a diabolical scheme to turn all of the young people into lazy bums.
15} scolding someone over his behavior; rebuke; reproof; censure. Judge Krudd not only gave Farmer Tice a

stern reprimand but a 90 days sentence to boot!
16} a plan, scheme, or trick for deceiving an enemy or competitor. When Farmer Tice refused to leave the

flying saucer, the aliens had to devise a stratagem in order to get rid of him.
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17} provide someone with information or understanding; make someone brighter/smarter about something.

After becoming a genius, Farmer Tice set out to enlighten the world with his new knowledge.
18} behaving in an unexpected way; a knave or scoundrel; playful, mischievous person; wildish. The hero of

book #4 was a man with yellow hair that looked like it had gone rogue.
rogue
19} to regain vim & vigor; re-energized; regain health. Farmer Tices crops were nearly trampled to death by

the Nutria but miraculously rejuvenated themselves to being even better than before.
20} a building where sporting events take place. The Nutria literally gave Farmer Tice the red carpet

treatment when he went to give a speech at the Bum Park Pavilion.
Pavilion
21} to teach or influence; teach by repetition; to implant knowledge similar to brainwashing. The Reverend

Muler inculcated all 10 Commandments to his flock, especially the one about marriage.
22} a group of geese, or a group of noisy or silly people. When Farmer Tice returned home, he found a gaggle

of Nutria in his cornfield all wearing rainbow colored clothes.
23} helped the Lewis & Clark expedition in 1804. One of the Nutria candidates was called Sacagawea by the

man with the yellow hair as a joke, because she not a drop of Indian blood in her!
24} resembling a waterfall. to fall in a steplike pattern. A cascade of fireworks lit up the sky.
25} contemplated; thought hard about something; ruminated. Honeybunch didn’t say it aloud, rather, she

mused about waiting a week or so before reporting Farmer Tice missing.
26} level or measure of intelligence. Farmer Tice had a room temperature IQ before the aliens put him into

that contraption that turned him into a genius.
27} planning; figuring; contriving; inventing; making; creating. The aliens were given the assignment of

devising a way of making an unintelligent person intelligent.
28} a big swamp rat; varmint that destroys vegetation, riverbanks, etc. The Nutria is a political party named

after the varmint responsible for huge amounts of environmental destruction.
29} success; good fortune; wealth; doing well financially; betterment. The only prosperity ever enjoyed came

from his wife’s monthly disability checks.
30} promises made, especially when getting married. The Reverend Muler sought to make sure that all of his

congregation fulfilled and lived up to their wedding vows.
vows
Farmer Tice’s wife is
flabbergasted by the size
of the crops. The Nutria attribute
this bumper harvest to climate change &
intend to use it in their protest rallies.
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